The 2013–2014 vegetation structure map of Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe, produced using free satellite images and software

Vegetation mapping of protected areas is a cornerstone of conservation worldwide. Established in 1928 and covering over 1.4 million hectares, Hwange National Park (HNP) is the largest natural reserve in Zimbabwe. In 1993, the sole comprehensive map of its vegetation to date was produced and since then it has been used in numerous research and conservation endeavours. Over the last two decades, however, the park’s vegetation changed, safari areas and forest reserves were created at its edge and high-positional accuracy data on a suite of species were collected. To tend to contemporary mapping needs, in this article, we present the 2013–2014 vegetation structure map of HNP and its surroundings. It was produced by supervised classification of Landsat-8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) images, indices derived from these and the Landsat Tree Cover Continuous Field product. Its accuracy was assessed statistically using samples collected from high-resolution satellite imagery and basic ancillary field data. Of its total pixels, 83.2% were correctly classified. Mean omission and commission error were, respectively, 0.82 (0.74–0.90) and 0.82 (0.72–0.89), and this similarity held on a per class basis, indicating reliable area estimates. It was produced using only freely available imagery and software.

Conservation implications: In addition to providing researchers and conservationists working within and around HNP with an updated vegetation map, aiming at an even broader audience, we provide a step-by-step approach for using modern freely available imagery and software for cost-effectively mapping HNP in future or other protected savannas across Africa.

Introduction

Vegetation mapping of protected areas and their surroundings has been a cornerstone of conservation planning and management worldwide (Freemantle et al. 2013; Pettorelli, Safi & Turner 2014; Rose et al. 2015). In Africa, for example, it has allowed for inferring the health of the threatened Miombo woodlands of Mozambique (Sedano, Gong & Ferrão 2005), assessing the large-scale impacts of herbivores upon the structural diversity of Kruger National Park’s vegetation (Asner et al. 2009), predicting the risk of African lion (Panthera leo) attacks on humans in Tanzania (Kushnir et al. 2014) and planning of the Great Limpopo Transfrontier Conservation Area (Martini et al. 2016). Such mapping has also been at the heart of conservation initiatives in South America (Olivera et al. 2017), Asia (Davies, Murphy & Bruce 2016), Europe (Palomo et al. 2013) and North America (Wiens et al. 2009).

Hwange National Park (HNP), covering an area of over 1.4 million hectares, is the largest protected area in Zimbabwe and part of the Kavango-Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area (The Government of the Republic of Angola et al. 2011). It is home to rich biodiversity and adjacent to important land concessions (Loveridge, Reynolds & Milner-Gulland 2007a, Loveridge et al. 2007b). To our knowledge, since HNP’s establishment in 1928, three maps of its vegetation have been produced. The first one, of the Robins area, was based on aerial photography and the vegetation was
manually classified (Robinson, Hill & Rushworth 1973). Twenty years later, similar data were used to produce the park’s first comprehensive map of major vegetation types and structures (Rogers 1993). For the following two decades, this was the reference map in studies concerning lions (Davidson et al. 2012; Loveridge et al. 2009; Valeix et al. 2009), jackals (Canis mesomelas and Canis adustus) (Loveridge & Macdonald 2002), elephants (Loxodonta africana) and other herbivores (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2008; Periquet et al. 2012; Valeix et al. 2011). The more recent map, which covers a third of the park, was made using Landsat Thematic Mapper images acquired in 2002–2003 and used to study the responses of zebras (Equus quagga) to lion encounters (Courbin et al. 2016).

The map introduced in this study represents the status of the vegetation structure in 2013–2014, thus representing a 20-year update in the park’s mapping, and encompasses HNP plus a 50 km buffer around it, to which safari areas, forest reserves, communal lands and research and conservation endeavours have expanded in the last decade. In addition, the map herein was subject to a statistical accuracy assessment, making it particularly suitable for analyses involving the modern geo data sets that come with positional precision estimates, such as Global Positioning System (GPS) telemetry, and which have been collected on a suite of species living in HNP over the last two decades. In addition to budgetary constraints, its production required overcoming challenges related to (1) difficulty of visiting remote areas on the ground, (2) marked differences in ground colour because of soil and fire and (3) asynchronicity in phenology. As explained earlier, we overcame these using free images, products and software. We believe that our procedure could be used for retrospective analyses of vegetation change in HNP and the production of future maps of the area, as well as for mapping similar classes of savanna vegetation structure within and around other protected areas. We hope the detailed information concerning the making of a vegetation structure map ‘from scratch’ provided here may represent a case study for practitioners with similar needs elsewhere.

Research method and design
Setting: Study area
The 46 207 km² study area includes HNP (14 651 km²) and adjacent safari areas, forest reserves and communal lands in Zimbabwe and Botswana within a 50 km buffer around HNP (Figure 1). The vegetation is typical of a highly heterogeneous dystrophic wooded savanna (Figure 2). Overall, woody cover increases with distance from water pans (Chamaillé-Jammes, Fritz & Madzikanda 2009). Sandy soils, locally known as Kalahari sands, that cover about two-thirds of HNP are generally dominated by Baikaea plurijuga woodlands or a mixed bushland community dominated by Combretum spp., Terminalia sericea and a few Acacia spp. groves, with open grasslands along drainage lines. To the north, basaltic and clayey soils are dominated by woody species, such as Colophospermum mopane bushland or woodlands (Rogers 1993). Outside the HNP, additional vegetation types include farmlands and extensive wetlands and seasonal riverbeds to the south-east. Altitude throughout the study area varies from c. 835 m to c. 1200 m above sea level. Annual rainfall is highly variable (coefficient of variation = 25%) around a mean of 600 mm. Rains predominate between November and February (Chamaillé-Jammes, Fritz & Murindagomo 2006), with numerous water pans being formed during the rainy season and most drying out completely in the dry season. To sustain animals during the dry season, within HNP, underground water is pumped to some artificial waterholes (Chamaillé-Jammes, Fritz & Murindagomo 2007).

Materials
Field data
The field protocol consisted of visiting sites, making schematic diagrams and taking geotagged photos. Field sites were representative of vegetation structure classes and underlying ground signals (see Figure 2). Their locations were chosen based on expert knowledge and accessibility by car or on foot. Geotagged photos were taken of the 208 field sites visited, while 76 diagrams were made. The purpose of making diagrams was to oblige the researcher to carefully observe and record on paper the surroundings of a field site. This information would later aid interpretation of the photos.

Satellite image data and products
Only free images and products were used in the study. These included 30 m × 30 m resolution bands 2–6 of 27 Landsat 8 (L8) Operational Land Imager (OLI) images (see Appendix 1, downloaded from the EarthExplorer website (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/), and the 2005 Vegetation Continuous Fields (VCF) Tree Cover product (Sexton et al. 2013), available at NASA’s Global Land Cover Facility (http://g lc.umd.edu/data/landsatTreecover/).

Thematic classes used in classification
The vegetation structure classes were (1) grassland, (2) bushed grassland, (3) bushland on Kalahari sand, (4) deciduous
woodland on Kalahari sand, (5) scrubland on basaltic soil, (6) deciduous woodland on basaltic soil and (7) evergreen woodland (these numbers are used to refer to these classes elsewhere in the article; classes with no associated soil class name occurred on both soil types). However, these were not the actual classes on which the classification was based because during fieldwork we identified three confounding factors: (1) difference in the reflective properties of the two major soil types, (2) fire and (3) asynchronicity in phenology. The effect of the difference in soil type was more prominent in...
the dry season images, when the weaker signal of the dry vegetation led to an increase in the relative contribution to pixel reflectance of the underlying soil signal. As the classification required multitemporal images and different vegetation structure classes had the same underlying soil type, this played towards reducing their spectral separability. Burning reduced dramatically the reflectance of the target, and because it happened to different vegetation classes, it also contributed to reducing their separability. Finally, asynchronicity in phenology implied that the same vegetation structure class appeared vigorous and dry in the same image, resulting in an increase in intra-class variance, and hence, a reduction in inter-class separability. To solve these issues, the classification was carried out considering a subdivision of the desired vegetation classes into ‘spectral classes’. These were composed of the above vegetation structure classes plus the classes ‘bare grassy areas near waterholes’, ‘grassland, burnt’, ‘deciduous woodland on Kalahari soil, burnt’ and ‘scrubland on basaltic soil, burnt’. As will be explained later, these spectral classes were grouped into the desired vegetation structure classes during post-processing.

Procedure
A summary of the steps for producing the final map is presented in Figure 3.

Image visual and digital processing were carried out using GRASS 7.0 (GRASS 2012) and QGIS Desktop 2.8 with the GRASS 6.4 plugin (Development Team QGIS 2015). GRASS 7.0 was used mainly during pre-processing, and classification and initial post-processing steps (filtering), while QGIS 2.8 with the GRASS 6.4 plugin was used mainly during late post-processing (manual editing and merging edited layer with original classification) and accuracy assessment (Figure 3). Geotagged photos were imported using the Photo2Shape plugin in QGIS (Bruy 2013), which creates a georeferenced point vector layer of each photo. The OpenLayers QGIS plugin (Sourcepole 2014) was used to visualise high-resolution Quickbird images from Google Earth during the response sample definition (see ‘Accuracy assessment’ section). A general introduction to the newest GRASS manual, which contains the explanations and algorithms regarding image classification, may be found on the Internet – at time of this publication, it was GRASS 7.4 (GRASS 2017).

Pre-processing
The first step was to convert each band of each scene to surface reflectance using the i.landsat.toar function with DOS4 option enabled and parameter values set from the metadata file downloaded with each scene. This particular algorithm reports at-surface reflectance by, firstly, performing a radiometric calibration (using gain and bias parameters) and then correcting for acquisition geometry (using estimates for the distance from the sun, solar elevation angle and mean solar exoatmospheric irradiance) and, secondly, removing atmospheric path radiance (scattering) with the dark object method (Chavez 1988; Vincent 1972). The i.landsat.toar sets pixels in the image’s bounding square to zero, which is a problem for the mosaicking algorithm used later (it considers them meaningful values). To avoid this, the r.null function was applied to them. Then, the r.patch function was used to produce three mosaics with nine scenes each, for early-dry, mid-dry and late-dry seasons. As at the time, the GRASS algorithms could not handle 16-bit images, all mosaics were meaningful values. To avoid this, the r.null function was applied to them. Then, the r.patch function was used to produce three mosaics with nine scenes each, for early-dry, mid-dry and late-dry seasons. As at the time, the GRASS algorithms could not handle 16-bit images, all mosaics were converted from 16 to 8 bit. True colour RGB432 and false colour RGB645 composites were then produced.

We then used the GRASS function i.vi to produce the Enhanced Vegetation Index 2 (EVI-2) (Jiang et al. 2008) and the Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI) (Huete 1988), and i.pca to produce the first, second and third principal components of the late-dry season OLI bands. The EVI-2 and SAVI were used, respectively, to help differentiate classes during the early- and mid-dry seasons, when they are useful for differentiating green vegetation with different metabolism and canopy structure, and during the late-dry season, when the soil signal from underneath the dry vegetation is more noticeable. The principal components were made to further aid the differentiation of classes during the dry season.

To define the study region, a mask corresponding to HNP plus a 50 km boundary strip was applied using the r.mask function in GRASS.
Supervised classification

Image grouping: In GRASS geographic information system (GIS), all training sample statistics and classifications are performed on image groups and subgroups, which are defined using the function i.group. An image group is a named collection of raster layers and a subgroup is a specific combination of the layers present in the group. By varying the subgroup used in each of a series of preliminary classifications, the user can test which combinations of layers within a group yield the best results.

Training sample: Training sample was created using field information, high-resolution Quickbird images available freely in Google Earth, the LVCF and the Landsat-8 OLI bands from wet, early-, mid- and late-dry seasons. To define the samples, a vector layer was created in GRASS 6.4 with a column ‘cover’ representing a code for each land-cover class. The function v.edit was used to create the polygons delimiting training sample acquisition. This vector layer was then converted to raster using v.to.rast, with the source of raster values (the land-cover class) coming from the column ‘cover’. This new raster layer was used as the reference map. It delimited areas in space from which sample statistics were derived from the image subgroups. The final training sample was defined after an iterative process in which classifications involving training samples with progressively greater per-class variance were visually contrasted, that is, one begins by classifying using samples obtained from pixels representing homogeneous areas of each vegetation type and at every step adds variance to each sample by including pixels located at class transition zones.

Supervised classification: Supervised classification was carried out using the Bayesian multiscale random field sequential maximum a posteriori (SMAP) classifier available in GRASS 7.0 (Bouman & Shapiro 1994; McCauley & Engel 1995). When classifying a pixel, this classifier considers information from its contiguous neighbours and checks that the class assigned to it appears consistent by sequentially comparing which classes predominate in a set of larger neighbourhoods around this pixel. This effectively implies that it classifies a pixel based on information about the land-cover patch within which it is situated. Sequential maximum a posteriori classifiers have been shown to perform better than classifiers based on maximum likelihood (ML) or other Bayesian-based approaches (Bouman & Shapiro 1994; McCauley & Engel 1995); we confirmed this by carrying out preliminary classifications using the ML algorithm also available in GRASS and using our field data and knowledge to visually compare its results with those produced by SMAP. To carry out the classification, firstly, class statistics were generated using the l.smap function and using the raster reference map and subgroups mentioned above. This created the signature file, which contained the reference statistics for each of the classes to be used in the classification. Secondly, contextual image classification using SMAP estimation was performed by the function l.smap using the aforementioned groups and signature file.

Post-processing

The function r.neighbours was used to apply 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7, 9 × 9 and 11 × 11 median neighbourhood filters to the final classification. Median filters reduce classification noise without altering class values (in contrast to, for example, a mean filter, which alters class values). To the best of our judgement, the 5 × 5 filter yielded the better results and therefore the classification to which we applied it was chosen as the final map. Then, manual vector editing was performed to assign the correct class to some areas that had been so recently and intensely burnt that the classifier confounded them with water (which has extremely low reflectance in the L8 bands we were using). Virtually all of the edited area fell outside HNP and it amounted to approximately 3% of the total mapped area and about 20% of the totally recently burnt area (as estimated using QGIS to manually delimit burnt areas in the late-dry season image). For this purpose, a vector layer was created in QGIS and polygons with attribute values defining the new classes were created. The rasterise function in QGIS was then used to merge these polygons with the unedited raster classification, thus producing the map to be subject to accuracy assessment.

Accuracy assessment

Accuracy assessment was carried out following nomenclature and recommendations by Ololsson et al. (2014) and Stehman and Czaplewski (1998). The sampling unit was the vector point, and the sampling design, which is the method by which the sampling units are chosen from the statistical population (the map), consisted of placing 500 points on the map using a simple random sampling scheme (distribution of the points shown in Appendix 2). The distribution of points across classes was then compared to the distribution of class areas and their similarity indicated that the scheme had not favoured any class. This illustrates a key property of a simple random sampling scheme, which is not to attribute importance to any class a priori. As a consequence, the interpretation of overall and class probabilities becomes straightforward: (1) global accuracy can be translated into the probability that a point on the map was correctly classified, (2) producer’s accuracy (omission error) to the probability that a patch of a certain vegetation structure type was correctly classified and (3) user’s accuracy (commission error) to the probability that a patch of a map class represents the correct cover type.

The response design, which is the protocol by which the reference class is associated with each sampling unit, consisted of attributing, to the point, the class predominating within a 60 m radius centred on it (Figure 4). This buffer size was chosen to minimise co-registration errors. The assessment of which class predominated within a buffer was made using high-resolution Quickbird images (Figure 4), aided by all other satellite and field data and information available (including a data set of images from camera-traps deployed throughout most of HNP). The computation of statistics was carried out using the rkappa algorithm, which produced the confusion matrix and calculated classes’ accuracy statistics.
and overall percentage of correctly classified pixels. Global, producer and user accuracies were then estimated from the confusion matrix. As several scientific studies are restricted to within HNP limits, in addition to assessing the accuracy of the entire mapped area, we also estimated each of the accuracy parameters for the area restricted to within the park’s limits (n = 198 points).

Results

The 2013–2014 vegetation structure map of Hwange National Park and its surroundings is shown in Figure 5.

As an example of the map’s ability to capture areas that are vital for one of HNP’s most emblematic species, Figure 6 shows how lion GPS locations fell within the grassland and bushed grassland areas that these animals regularly use for resting, foraging and commuting between waterholes.

Of the 500 samples used in validation, 83.2% were classified correctly (Table 1), and when only the 198 validation points that fell within HNP were considered, this percentage increased to 89.9%. As this map was validated using a simple random sampling scheme, the measures of global accuracy can be interpreted as the chance that a randomly chosen pixel (0.09 ha) was correctly classified.

Producer accuracies (PAs) varied between 0.90 and 0.74 (mean = 0.83; standard deviation [SD] = 0.06) and user accuracies (UAs) between 0.89 and 0.72 (mean = 0.822; SD = 0.06), and the per-class difference (in modulus) between them varied between 0.15 (grassland) and 0.00 (deciduous woodland on Kalahari sand), suggesting class area estimates were reliable (the smaller the difference, the more reliable the area estimate). The two classes that conformed less to this pattern were 1 (grassland), with PA versus UA = 0.15, and 6 (deciduous woodland on basalt), with PA versus UA = 0.14.

In class 1, higher PA (0.87) than UA (0.72) indicated that most grassland patches were correctly identified, but overall class area was slightly overestimated by attribution of this class to patches covered by other types, namely, bushed grassland, bushland and deciduous woodland on basalt (Table 1). These classes are characterised by a continuous underlying grass cover in places where shrubs or trees are sparse. In such areas, the signal from the LVCF gets weaker and that from the grasses becomes stronger, resulting in a preponderance of the latter and hence confusion with the grassland class. Conversely, in class 6, the lower PA (0.75) and higher UA...
(0.89) suggested that this vegetation structure type was rarely wrongly mapped, but that patches where it occurs were sometimes assigned to other classes, implying that its area was marginally underestimated. Final estimates for the area occupied by each vegetation structure class are presented in Table 2.

**Discussion**

The map introduced in this article depicts the state of the vegetation in HNP and surrounding reserves and land concessions in 2013–2014 (Figure 5), 20 years more recently than the previous map of the entire park (Rogers 1993). The vegetation classes distinguished in it are rather broad classes defined on the basis of vegetation structure. In particular, the classes reflect variability in openness and vegetation height, which we consider to have important and numerous functional consequences. For instance, in our own work on large mammal ecology, we have previously shown that dense and bushy areas where visibility is low, rather than dense woodlands where visibility is greater, are selected for by lions, which are ambush predators (Davidson et al. 2012). Thus, we think that the classes identified should be useful to conservationists, which is a secondary confounding factor because of earlier drying out of the vegetation in the extreme south-west of the park (in Figure 1, whitish area in the lower left), which was the product of a rainfall gradient (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2006). When dry, deciduous plants re-absorb global and per-class accuracy statistics easily calculable from the original confusion matrix. Thus, if, for example, the grassland and bushed grassland classes should be grouped into the ‘open areas’ class, which has been shown to be strongly selected for by zebras (Courbin et al. 2016), this new class would have PA = 0.89 and UA = 0.80 ($\chi^2 = 117$). For a recent review of the applicabilities and limitations of other accuracy assessment schemes, most of which can be quite easily implemented using freely available GIS (Development Team QGIS 2015; GRASS 2012; see Methods section), the readers are referred to Stehman and Wickham (2011).

**Main confounding factors and possible solutions**

The principal confounding factors were ground colour and variation in phenology. With regard to ground cover, two signals were observed: a brighter one, produced by the Kalahari sands in the central and southern parts, and a darker one, predominantly from basaltic rocks and soil to the north, north-west and extreme south-east. The contribution of this difference to classification uncertainty can be illustrated by an example. When green, grasses present the characteristic vegetation signal with a particularly high infrared reflectance (Ceccato et al. 2001). In our study area, however, as the grasses dried and vegetation cover diminished, the contribution of soil to the overall signal became stronger and more variable, leading to an increase in class variance and overlap with other classes. This probably explains most of the commission error for grassland (Table 1). In future classifications, a possible way of avoiding this would be to establish two subregions and classify them independently. Prior to the accuracy assessment, the two subregions should ideally be merged back, as this would allow class statistics to apply to the entire map. By preventing confusion between current Kalahari sand and basalt classes, this measure alone could increase map accuracy by up to about 6% (up to 31 of the 84 errors in Table 1 could disappear).

A secondary confounding factor was variation in phenology because of earlier drying out of the vegetation in the extreme south-west of the park (in Figure 1, whitish area in the lower left), which was the product of a rainfall gradient (Chamaillé-Jammes et al. 2006). When dry, deciduous plants re-absorb

---

**TABLE 1:** Quantification of classification error using confusion matrix produced from 500 validation points obtained using a simple random sampling scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Map sample</th>
<th>Reference sample</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>UA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Per class correctly classified samples appear in the main diagonal. Producer (omission error) and user (commission error) accuracies (PA and UA) represent, respectively, the proportion of correctly classified patches of vegetation structure class or pixels in a map class. PA, producer accuracies; UA, user accuracies.

**TABLE 2:** Area and percentage cover of each vegetation structure class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Area (km²)</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Grassland</td>
<td>2382</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bushed grassland</td>
<td>7695</td>
<td>16.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Bushland on Kalahari</td>
<td>13 899</td>
<td>30.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Deciduous woodland on Kalahari</td>
<td>9140</td>
<td>19.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Scrubland on basalt</td>
<td>6309</td>
<td>13.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Deciduous woodland on basalt</td>
<td>5768</td>
<td>12.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Evergreen woodland</td>
<td>1034</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>46 207</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The most abundant class is bushland on Kalahari, covering about one-third of the study area, while evergreen wood is the rarest, with below 2.5% coverage. km², square kilometre.
most of the photosynthetic pigments, and, to save water and reduce gas exchange with the atmosphere, they lose leaves or the cell mesophylls of the leaves that remain collapse (Asner 1998). For all vegetation structure types considered here, this flattens the response in the visual bands and decreases it in the near-infrared bands (Asner 1998; Asner & Lobell 2000; Ceccato et al. 2001; Elvidge 1990). As with the soil cover issue, the net effect is the reduction in the ability to separate deciduous woodland from other classes that also lose their leaves or die, such as grassland, bushed grassland or bushland. This probably explains a better part of the confusion involving these three classes (Table 1). A way to try to minimise this error would be to substitute the early-dry season image used here with one acquired prior to the vegetation in the south-west of the park drying out (i.e. an image from February or March). An added benefit would be that in such image burn scars from that year would likely be less frequent, which would further contribute to reducing class confusion and hence decrease the requirement for manual editing of the final classification. When this study was carried out, the Landsat 8 satellite had been orbiting the Earth for only one and a half years and no such image existed. As the OLI sensor images the Earth every 16 days, the chances of it acquiring an image free of cloud cover naturally increase every year.

Broader significance of this mapping endeavour
The principle underlying vegetation mapping is to translate the spectral data acquired by a remote sensor into the desired vegetation categories. In the past four decades, the means to do so have evolved fast owing chiefly to advancement in the field of remote sensing, particularly regarding the diversification of the spatial, spectral, temporal and radiometric resolutions of sensors and of the ability to store, analyse and interpret the data they acquire (Chuvieco 2016; Jensen 2013). Nevertheless, remote sensing remains highly underused by conservationists, mainly because of the cost of and access to imagery and software (Turner et al. 2015). Aiming at making such new technologies more easily accessible to the end user, the international research community, backed by governments and transnational institutions, has pushed forward an agenda to make satellite imagery, derived products (Fonseca et al. 2014; Wulder et al. 2012) and software (Development Team QGIS 2015; GDAL 2018; GRASS 2012; Ingлада & Christophe 2009) freely available to all in easy-to-use repositories. Given our requirement of a vegetation structure map to be used by several ongoing ecological and conservation studies within and around HNP, coupled with our limited budget for producing it, we opted to tackle the challenge of creating one using solely such freely available data and software. We hope that by providing a step-by-step description of our mapping (see the ‘Materials’ and ‘Procedure’ sections), our work may help researchers and conservationists produce future maps of HNP or similar maps of other protected savannas at a low cost.

Conclusion
Vegetation mapping of protected areas is a cornerstone of conservation and in this article we tend to the needs of researchers and conservationists working within and around HNP by providing a recent and validated vegetation structure map of the park and its surroundings. The map’s spatial resolution and accuracy are similar to those of data collected using other modern technology, such as GPS telemetry, making it particularly suitable for analyses involving such data. Aiming at making this work useful to an even broader audience, we provide a step-by-step approach for people with some field knowledge, but modest remote sensing experience, to use freely available data and software to produce future maps of HNP or similar maps of other protected savannas across Africa.
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Appendix 1

TABLE 1-A1: Images used for creating study area mosaics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path/row</th>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Early-dry</th>
<th>Mid-dry</th>
<th>Late-dry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>72/171</td>
<td>12/05/2013</td>
<td>18/07/2014</td>
<td>17/09/2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72/172</td>
<td>17/04/2013</td>
<td>09/07/2014</td>
<td>10/10/2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72/173</td>
<td>24/04/2013</td>
<td>16/07/2014</td>
<td>17/10/2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73/171</td>
<td>12/05/2013</td>
<td>16/06/2014</td>
<td>03/10/2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73/172</td>
<td>03/05/2013</td>
<td>09/07/2014</td>
<td>10/10/2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73/173</td>
<td>24/04/2013</td>
<td>16/07/2014</td>
<td>17/10/2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74/171</td>
<td>12/05/2013</td>
<td>18/07/2014</td>
<td>03/10/2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74/172</td>
<td>17/04/2013</td>
<td>09/07/2014</td>
<td>10/10/2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74/173</td>
<td>24/04/2013</td>
<td>16/07/2014</td>
<td>17/10/2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Path/row and dates of Landsat Operational Land Imager (OLI) images used in the vegetation structure classification.

Appendix 2

FIGURE 1-A2: Simple random sampling points used in accuracy assessment and visible burn scars. Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) image, bands RGB654, of the late 2013 dry season showing the 500 randomly distributed validations points (white dots), recent burn scars (indicated by red arrows), what is probably an agricultural area (purple arrow), and the location of small town of Dete used as an example of unclassified condition in Figure 2 (tiny red cross at edge of the north-east boundary of Hwange National Park).